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Abstract: Biofilms – communities of microorganisms attached to surfaces
– are a constant threat for long-term success in modern implantology. The
application of laser scanning microscopy (LSM) has increased the knowl-
edge about microscopic properties of biofilms, whereas a 3D imaging tech-
nique for the large scale visualization of bacterial growth and migration on
curved and non-transparent surfaces is not realized so far.
Towards this goal, we built a scanning laser optical tomography (SLOT)
setup detecting scattered laser light to image biofilm on dental implant
surfaces. SLOT enables the visualization of living biofilms in 3D by
detecting the wavelength-dependent absorption of non-fluorescent stains
like e.g. reduced triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) accumulated within
metabolically active bacterial cells. Thus, the presented system allows the
large scale investigation of vital biofilm structure andin vitro development
on cylindrical and non-transparent objects without the need for fluorescent
vital staining. We suggest SLOT to be a valuable tool for the structural and
volumetric investigation of biofilm formation on implants with sizes up to
several millimeters.
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1. Introduction

Bacteriaand other microorganisms like fungi, algae and protozoa are able to form interface-
attached sessile communities of multispecies diversity embedded within a matrix of extracellu-
lar polymeric substances (EPS). These so-called biofilms are ubiquitous and appear frequently
resistant against host immune defense or medical treatments due to the combination of different
bacterial characteristics and multiple functions of protective matrices [1]. Subsequent biofilm-
associated inflammation (e.g. peri-implantitis in prosthetic dentistry [2]) may lead to tissue
degeneration, implant loss or dislocation of pathogens with severe systemic consequences for
the patient and high costs for the health care system [3,4].

Investigation of biofilm using laser scanning microscopy (LSM) has been well-established
during the last decades [5, 6]. Its capability to perform three dimensional imaging with high
resolution has improved the understanding of the structure and interactions within biofilms
at the microscale. However, answering questions regarding biofilm formation at different
scales and its overall ecosystem might not be possible based on microscale investigations [7].
Biofilm growth, mass transfer and detachment for example are system dependent: Choosing
surfaces with specific morphology, roughness and biochemical properties can influence the
biofilm development. Recently, biofilms were presented to be microbial landscapes [8]. There-
fore current biofilm research requires imaging techniques filling the gap between micro- and
macroscale. For the investigation of this range, termed mesoscale, particularly two techniques
have been applied so far: Magnetic resonance microscopy (MRM), which is magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) at microscopic level, resolves biofilm structures with an isotropic resolu-
tion (< 100 µm, rarely less than 10 µm, [9]) and allows sample sizes of several millimeters in
diameter [10,11,12,13]. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [14], on the other hand, has the
ability to image biofilm within glass tubes at the mesoscale with spatial resolutions in the lower
µm-range (< 20 µm) which was shown several times [15,16,17]. Detection and quantification of
biofilm in the middle ear was demonstrated by the application of low coherence interferometry
(LCI) in vivo [18].

Recently, we introduced scanning laser optical tomography (SLOT) [19] which can be seen
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as an improvement of optical projection tomography (OPT) [20] in terms of homogeneous
illumination, prevention of ring artifacts and increase of photon collection efficiency. Due to
its characterizing integration with a high numerical aperture (NA) in the detection path, the
generation of laser speckles is suppressed. Thus, in contrast to OPT, scattered laser light can be
used as contrast mechanism in SLOT.

Here we demonstrate the utility of SLOT to image biofilmsin vitro in the special case of
biofilm-covered non-transparent surfaces with cylindrical shape. SLOT detects scattered laser
light from the sample at two different wavelengths to generate a pair of projection image data
sets. This is used to calculate a difference signal data set which is reconstructed subsequently
to achieve a volumetric stack of the biofilm.

Moreover a new sample preparation is introduced that matches the requirements of the SLOT
setup and is suitable for thein vitro investigation of biofilm formation on metal surfaces: Bac-
teria are initially applied at one end of an implant that is mounted within agarose gel containing
nutrients and a redox indicator as non-fluorescent viability staining e.g. triphenyltetrazolium
chloride (TTC) [21,22,23]. Our results suggest the combination of thisin vitro test model with
SLOT to be a valuable tool in biofilm research and dental implant material science.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. SLOT Setup

Figure 1. SLOT setup. A removable mirror (rm) allows one to choose between two laser
sources,a helium-neon laser and a green laser module, respectively. The spatially cleaned
and aperture-adjusted laser beam is scanned through the sample which is mounted rotat-
ably in a glass test tube positioned in a cuvette filled with water. Scattered laser light that
is emitted to the bottom of the cuvette and reflected from its walls is focused onto a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT). Transmitted light is captured by a photodiode (PD). ph: pinhole; d:
diaphragm; gm: x-y galvo mirror.

The SLOT setup (Fig. 1) allows to switch between two laser sources, a helium-neon (HeNe)
laser (633 nm, 2 mW) and a green laser module (532 nm, 10 mW), respectively. The laser is
spatially cleaned by a pinhole in a telescope and directed onto a x-y-scanning mirror system
which is positioned in the back focal plane of an aspheric imaging lens with a focal length of
30 mm. A diaphragm before the scanner is used to adjust the aperture of the beam which is
then focused into the sample chamber. In all experiments the chamber is a glass cuvette filled
with water. The sample is mounted in a glass test tube rotatably positioned in the cuvette by
a mechanical rotation stage. This setup allows acquisition of projection images from multiple
viewing angles. Scattered light from the sample is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
(R6357, HAMAMATSU Photonics K. K., Japan) located below the cuvette. For this purpose a
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lens system consisting of two lenses with an aperture and focal length of 25 mm collects and
directsscattered light onto the PMT’s sensitive area. Transmitted light is collected by another
imaging lens behind the chamber and detected with a photodiode (PD) to gather transmission
data.

By scanning 700x700 points through the sample SLOT simultaneously acquires one trans-
mission image from the PD signals and one scattered light image from the PMT signals within
2.7 s. Thereby, each scanned point corresponds to a projection along the optical axis. In every
point, the PMT detects a fraction of the scattered light that is integrated by this projection and
the PD detects transmitted light that is extenuated by the integration of absorption and scatte-
ring within the sample. All acquisitions are taken with a laser beam NA of 0.027 at 500 viewing
angles.

Using scattered light detection with SLOT offers the same isotropic optical resolution of
equivalent OPT setups [19]. The resolution∆x= λ /2NA depends on the used laser wavelength
λ and the NA of the illumination beam that is required to cover the specimen by the depth of
field (DOF). For the imaging of a non-transparent cylinder the NA is adjusted until the visible
half of the implant is covered by the DOF. The required NA of 0.027 corresponds to a cylinder
with a diameter of 4 mm and an illumination wavelength of 633 nm. Therefore, the isotropic
optical resolution theoretically equals 12 µm.

2.2. Sample Preparation

Figure 2. Prepared sample: A metal cylinder or dental implant is mounted within an agarose
gel containing the redox indicator triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) and a nutrient con-
centration gradient. A plastic tube centrically aligns the implant within the surrounding
glass tube and contains the bacteria which are re-suspended in PBS. The setup allows the
bacteria to migrate along the implant surface starting at the application side while having
access to nutrients and TTC in the surrounding agarose gel. An adapter fixates the glass
test tube with the rotation stage of the SLOT setup (Fig. 1).

The specimens are biofilms attached to cylindrical metal surfaces mounted in gel filled glass
test tubes with external dimensions of 8x70 mm and a wall thickness of 0.8-1.0 mm (2613101,
DURAN-Group GmbH, Germany). The used metal surfaces are either plane cylindrical tita-
nium pins (diameter: 3 mm) or dental implants (Astra Tech AB, Sweden) made from titanium
alloy (length: 18 mm, diameter: 4 mm). To sustain the metal surfaces in the test tubes the gel
consists of a mixture of 0.5% agarose with added 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC).
TTC is an uncolored i.e. transparent and water soluble redox indicator that is commonly used
in cell viability experiments indicating cellular respiration. In metabolically active regions in
the sample where biofilm development occurs the transparent and therefore invisible TTC is
reduced to red 1,3,5-triphenylformazan (TPF) which is insoluble in water. Hence, TPF accu-
mulates within the bacterial cells and acts as a non-fluorescent stain coloring the biofilm red.

The preparation of the samples was performed as follows: All test tubes were filled with two
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different agarose gels (low melting) both containing TTC. The first half of one test tube (upper
part in Fig. 2) was filled with an 0.5% agarose gel containing the culture medium Tryptic Soy
Broth (TSB) which provides bacterial growth. The second half was filled with an 0.5% agarose
gel containing phosphate buffered saline (PBS) which has a lower nutrient concentration than
the adjacent gel in the first half. As a result a nutrient concentration gradient forms. Both gels
had been mixed carefully with TTC after reaching a temperature lower than 37 °C to prevent
decomposition of the heat-sensitive TTC. Subsequently a metal pin or dental implant mounted
in a plastic tube was immersed within the gel in order to position the sample centrically in
the test tube. Biofilm-forming bacteria (Bacillus cereus, Pseudomonas stutzerior extraction of
patient’s dental plaque) re-suspended in PBS were applied to one end of the mounted metal
surface indicated as application side in Fig. 2. The remaining gap between metal cylinder or
dental implant, respectively, and plastic tube allows the bacteria to reach the agarose and to
migrate along the surface while having access to nutrients and TTC. To match the mechanical
requirements of the SLOT setup an adapter fixates the glass test tube with the rotation stage.

2.3. Data Processing and Reconstruction

The complete projection raw data for one point in time of a sample covers two pairs of projec-
tion data sets illuminated with 633 nm and 532 nm, respectively. Each pair consists of a set of
scattered light images acquired using the PMT and a set of transmitted light images acquired
using the PD. Since the imaged specimens are predominantly non-transparent, the PD signal is
only an additional channel that can be used for the reconstruction of plain surfaces. Solely the
scattered light signal acquired with the PMT is needed for the reconstruction of the volumetric
biofilm data. The reconstruction of a projection data set containing 500 projection images was
performed by using custom software which applies a filtered back projection algorithm with a
ramp filter to generate a volumetric data stack.

While the normalized signal from the metal cylinder is nearly independent of the used laser
wavelength, the signal from the biofilm differs due to the incorporated TPF. This is because of
its high absorption in the green spectrum and the low absorption in the red spectrum [24]. Since
the incident light interacting with TPF is either absorbed or scattered, the amount of scattered
light at 532 nm is significantly lower than at 633 nm. Hence, the green illuminated biofilm
is dark while the red illuminated biofilm is bright. Therefore the two normalized projection
data sets acquired by the detection of scattered laser light were used to calculate one projection
data set containing the difference signal by subtracting the green channel from the red channel.
This new difference signal data set represents the biofilm without implant surface and was
reconstructed as described above.

All projection data sets and volumetric data stacks were clipped and visualized with ImageJ.
Rendering was performed using Voreen.

3. Results

We acquired multiple projection image data sets of metal cylinder and dental implant samples.
Fig. 3(a,b,e,f) show selected projection images of two biofilm-covered metal cylinders each
acquired by the detection of scattered light from both laser sources at the same viewing angle.
The first obvious difference between a red illuminated (Fig. 3a and 3e) and a green illumi-
nated (Fig. 3b and 3f) acquisition lies in the appearance of the biofilm: While the incorporated
TPF scatters the red laser light producing a high gray value in the projection images the green
laser light experiences absorption resulting in a low gray value. The agarose appears two times
brighter in the green channel than in the red channel and the signal generated by scattering at the
metal surface itself is nearly independent of the used illumination laser, as expected. Composite
images were formed by merging red and green parts shown in Fig. 3c and 3g. As a result of the
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Figure 3. Projection images of two metal cylinder samples covered with biofilm consisting
of Bacillus cereus(a-d) andPseudomonas stutzeri(e-h). The samples were illuminated
with both laser sources (helium-neon laser: (a,e); green laser module: (b,f)). Each image
was acquired by the detection of scattered laser light at the same viewing angle. Composite
images (c,g) were generated by merging red and green illuminated parts. The calculation
of the difference signal provides projection images showing the biofilm only (d,h). Scale
bars represent 500 µm.

missing blue channel reflective regions in the sample appear slightly yellow. Essential for sub-
sequent reconstruction processes is the calculation of the difference signal projection images
by subtracting the green channel from the red channel. These difference signal data sets solely
contain signal from the biofilm covering the surface, whereas the metal surface itself is hidden.
However, since the green and red channels are not exactly the same, a slight background is
observed in the difference signal data sets. This is because of the wavelength-dependent scatte-
ring of the agarose gel that produces a small difference signal. Second, the green and red laser
are not scattered in exactly the same way on the metal surface resulting in minor brightness
differences. However, it is observed that these undesired signal differences are marginal and do
not disturb the reconstruction results. In order to support the reader in comparing the projection
images with the difference signal image, a threshold was set to remove the background. The
result can be seen in Fig. 3d and 3h.

To investigate the ability of SLOT to image biofilm even on helical surfaces with cavity-
like structures, we acquired projection image data sets of a biofilm-covered dental implant.
Projection images of one viewing angle can be seen in Fig. 4a and 4b. Especially in the color
merge image (Fig. 4c) (Media 1) and the difference signal image (Fig. 4d) the biofilm and its
spreadingalong the implant surface becomes visible. The biofilm can clearly be separated from
the implant independent of its position on the implant surface.
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Figure 4. Projection images of a dental implant covered with biofilm consisting ofBacillus
cereus. The samples were illuminated with both laser sources (helium-neon laser: (a); green
laser module: (b)). Each image was acquired by the detection of scattered laser light at the
same viewing angle. (c) is the composite image (Media 1) generated by merging (a) and
(b) while the difference signal image is shown in (d). Scale bars represent 500 µm.

Directly after the initial sample preparation, the metal surfaces did not show any signs of
biofilm attachment i.e. the sample was free of red stained regions. Then, depending on the
used bacteria, either a thin red-stained layer appeared (Pseudomonas stutzeri, Fig. 3(e-h)) or
clusters formed up and grew on the metal surface. In all shown projection images the nutrient
concentration in the agarose gel increases from bottom to top. We observed an increase in the
number of biofilm clusters and volumetric expansion in this direction, too.

Figure 5. Reconstructed and processed volumetric stacks of the biofilm raw data shown in
Fig. 3h: (a) Rendered image of the biofilm (represented in red) and the surface of the metal
cylinder (gray). Difference signal data set containing the biofilm distribution and transmis-
sion data set were used for reconstruction. (b) Slice through the volumetric data stack of the
biofilm along the curved cylindrical metal surface. This corresponds to a transformation of
the curved cylindrical coordinates into a flat Euclidean plane. Scale bars represent 500 µm.
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The difference signal data sets calculated from a pair of red and green raw data sets only
containinformation about the biofilm distribution. Thus, these sets can be handled like normal
fluorescence data sets in emission optical projection tomography (eOPT).

We performed the reconstruction of biofilm by using the difference signal sets. For the recon-
struction of the metal surface we used the transmission data sets acquired by the PD. A rendered
image of the reconstructed data in Fig. 3h can be seen in Fig. 5a from a similar viewing angle.
Biofilm and surface are represented in red and gray, respectively. The rendering was performed
using Voreen.

Fig. 5b shows a slice through the volumetric data stack of the sample in Fig. 3h along the
curved surface of the metal cylinder. This corresponds to a transformation of the curved cylin-
drical coordinates into a flat Euclidean plane.

Figure 6. Reconstructed and processed volumetric stacks of the biofilm raw data shown
in Fig. 4d. The difference signal data set containing the biofilm distribution was used for
reconstruction. (a) Rendered image of the biofilm (represented in red) (Media 2). (b) Radial
maximumintensity projection (rMIP) of the volumetric data stack of the biofilm. Scale bars
represent 500 µm.

Implant surfaces with cavity-like structures cannot be reconstructed from transmission data
due to shadowing effects. However, it is possible to reconstruct the biofilm covering the dental
implant (Fig. 4d) by using the difference signal data set. Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed and
processed volumetric data stack of this sample. A rendered image of the biofilm is displayed in
Fig. 6a (Media 2) while in Fig. 6b a radial maximum intensity projection (rMIP) centered on
the axis of the implant can be seen. Most of the biofilm is attached on the screw surface while
only few clusters grow within the cavities.

To demonstrate that volumetric data stacks of biofilm generated with SLOT can be used for
computer aided growth and development studies, we exemplarily investigated a titanium sample
covered with biofilm clusters and analyzed the biofilm formation. Therefore, initially a metal
cylinder was inoculated with bacteria extracted from a patient’s dental plaque. Then, 48 h and
72 h after the preparation, the specimen was investigated using SLOT. The difference signal data
sets of both points in time were generated and reconstructed. Maximum intensity projections
(MIP) of the resulting volumetric stacks can be seen in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7c. Subsequently the
stacks were analyzed using the ImageJ plugin3D Object Counter[25]. We achieved cluster
number and cluster volume depending on the height on the implant surface. The scatter plots
in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7d show the results of this investigation. First of all, the cluster number
increases from 246 clusters (Fig. 7b) to 467 clusters within 24 h (Fig. 7d). Second, the volume
of the clusters in the upper region is larger than in the lower region of the sample which is in
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accordance with the nutrient concentration gradient in the agarose gel. Third, the number of
smallclusters increases within 24 h, while their distribution is independent of the height on the
surface.
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Figure 7. Analysis of biofilm clusters on a titanium cylinder at two points in time: Maxi-
mumintensity projection (left) and cluster volume as a function of height position on the
implant surface (right) of reconstructed biofilm two days after preparation (a,b) and 24 h
later (c,d). In accordance with the nutrient concentration gradient in the agarose gel, the
cluster volume in the upper region is larger than in the lower region of the sample. The
cluster number increases from 246 to 467 within 24 h. Biofilm: Extraction of patient’s
dental plaque. Scale bars represent 500 µm.

4. Discussion

SLOT is capable of visualizing the three dimensional biofilm structurein vitro on curved and
non-transparent surfaces like dental implants by detecting scattered laser light only. While
SLOT is originally a highly efficient fluorescence microscopy technique [19], it also succeeds
when using absorption and scattering. These intrinsic contrast mechanisms allow the investi-
gation of native specimenin vitro without the need for extensive vital staining with fluorescent
markers. The SLOT setup presented here simultaneously detects transmitted and scattered light
at a specific illumination laser wavelength. While the transmission channel likewise contains
information about the absorption and scattering within the specimen, solely scattered light is
detected by the PMT. However, in the case of non-transparent objects like implants the trans-
mission channel may be corrupted due to shadowing effects caused by cavities on the surface:
An incident beam carrying the information of structures within a cavity does not reach the PD
causing the illusion of a plain surface instead of displaying the actual shape [26]. Scattered
light on the contrary is guided along the water-filled cuvette towards the bottom and reaches
the active area of the PMT positioned below the specimen. This is true for every position on
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the non-transparent object independent of its surface characteristics. The position of the PMT
below the sample is crucial since direct reflections of the illumination beam at the test tube
onto the active area have to be avoided. These reflections would generate static stripes in the
projection images causing severe reconstruction artifacts [27].

Beside the main advantages of SLOT compared to OPT namely homogeneous illumination,
prevention of ring artifacts and a high collection efficiency [19] the SLOT setup additionally
allows the image formation by detection of scattered laser light. In standard OPT the acquired
projection images would be degenerated by speckle noise [28] due to the coherence length of
the laser light being larger than the sample size. SLOT suppresses speckles because of the one
dimensional detection with a high numerical aperture which corresponds to an integration of
the scattered laser light intensity over a large solid angle. Out of this reason SLOT can acquire
scattered light projection images at a specific wavelength by simply using a laser which is more
efficient than applying a narrow band pass filter in combination with a light emitting diode
(LED) in OPT. The above comparison of SLOT with OPT is also valid for simple white-light
microscopy. A reflected-light microscope could be applied with a low NA in the detection path
and extended by a rotation stage to acquire projection images of scattered light as presented in
the results section. However, such a setup would be comparable to a OPT setup with the above
discussed disadvantages compared to SLOT.

The application of the redox indicator TTC commonly used as a non-fluorescent viability
marker in biochemical experiments [21, 23, 22] allows SLOT to easily differ between implant
surface and biofilm. The latter consists of living bacterial cells that reduce the surrounding TTC
during respiration and give the biofilm a visible red color. While the absorbance of the implant
surface is nearly independent of the used wavelengths, the TPF produces a difference signal that
permits the isolation of the biofilm for the subsequent reconstruction. On the other hand, light
passing through the agarose undergo Rayleigh scattering with typicalλ−4 behavior resulting in
a signal twice as high in the green channel (532 nm) compared to the red channel (633 nm). The
difference signal data sets are equivalent to fluorescence projection data sets but do, however,
not allow the differentiation between living bacteria species within the biofilm. TPF accumu-
lates within every living cell in the prepared agarose while a specific biofilm constituent has to
be fluorescently labeled for the detection with SLOT.

When using scattered light the SLOT setup has the same isotropic optical resolution of equiv-
alent OPT setups. In the case of fluorescence detection the resolution is slightly higher in SLOT
than in eOPT because in SLOT the optical resolution is determined by the excitation wave-
length while in eOPT it is dependent of the emission wavelength [29, 19, 30]. For the imaging
of a non-transparent cylinder the NA of the illumination beam is adjusted until the visible half
of the implant is covered by the DOF. The required NA of 0.027 theoretically corresponds to an
isotropic resolution of about 12 µm (at 633 nm) while covering a volume of 110 mm3 compared
to OCT systems with 25.6 mm3 at < 20 µm [17] and about 8 mm3 at 15 µm [15]. Concerning
this theoretical comparison between OCT and SLOT it is important to mention their different
relationships of measured volume and resolution. In OCT as in SLOT the measured volume
depends on the size of the chosen scan area and the penetration depth at the used illumination
wavelength. While OCT provides 3D data of a basically cuboid-shaped volume, SLOT mea-
sures a volume with cylindrical shape because of the rotation of the specimen. Thereby, the NA
in the illumination path determines the lateral resolution in OCT and the isotropic optical res-
olution in SLOT, respectively. Due to the fact that in SLOT the NA has to be adjusted to yield
a DOF spanning the specimen, the resolution is limited by the size of the measured volume.
The axial resolution in OCT can be significantly higher than the lateral resolution, since it only
depends on the wavelength and bandwidth of the used light source [31].

Low coherence interferometric techniques like OCT and LCI easily enablein vivo appli-
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cations due to their ability to acquire tomographic data from backscattered light by using
only one viewing direction [31, 18]. SLOT and OPT, on the other hand, require a set of pro-
jection images from 360 degrees to reconstruct volumetric data stacks and provide sectional
views. Therefore, up to now only small specimens like the biological model organismsD.
melanogaster, C. elegans, P. hawaiensisand zebrafish were investigated inin vivo OPT ap-
plications [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Since OPT and SLOT have similar specimen requirements, the
application of SLOT forin vivostudies is limited in the same way as OPT.

The introduced sample preparation represents a test system that permits thein vitro evalua-
tion of biofilm formation on dental implants. The sample mainly consists of a glass test tube
containing a plastic tube with bacteria re-suspended in PBS, a Titanium metal cylinder or a
dental implant respectively and the prepared agarose.

Enclosing and mounting the specimen within the glass tube avoids contamination and sat-
isfies the requirements of the SLOT setup for mechanical stability and optical transparency.
The glass tube may also be placed within an incubation chamber between measurements for
long term observations. The plastic tube filled with PBS assures that the containing bacteria are
placed at one end of the implant and can migrate along the surface through the gap between
implant and surrounding agarose. The bacteria applied here had the purpose of demonstrating
the capabilities of the system as test specimen and can be replaced by a specific dental biofilm
in further studies.

The different used metal surfaces show that implants of various shape, material and rough-
ness may be investigated. This is of high importance because it allows studies on variable
implant properties influencing the biofilm formation like surface roughness, surface energy and
material, chemical characteristics and special design features of implant-abutment configura-
tion [37].

The agarose surrounding the implant meets multiple requirements: It holds the implant at
a fixed position with the test tube and suppresses movement of the sample. Furthermore it
is optically transparent in the investigated spectral range, has a low scattering coefficient and
offers the refractive index of water. The latter is crucial to reduce mismatch artifacts due to
reflection and distortion at the optical interfaces. Also, the agarose gel consists mostly of water
providing an aqueous environment that keeps the biofilm in a hydrated state. This is of course
essential forin vitro investigations just as well as the supply with nutrients: The described
concentration gradient of TSB offers increasing developmental conditions which make sure that
the biofilm grows and migrates along the implant. This is, however, a nonrealistic assumption
related to thein vivosituation.

The use of tetrazolium salts like TTC for the staining of dehydrogenase activities is known
since the 1940s [23,22]. Beside other forms like INT, XTT and MTT, TTC is a standard indica-
tor in biofilm growth experiments [38, 21, 39] measuring the optical absorbance. TTC is water
soluble and colorless in its native form but forms red colored, water insoluble formazan if re-
duced. Due to the fact that only living cells are stained, TTC is used in various cell proliferation
and toxicity assays and is therefore ideally suited for thein vitro investigation of biofilm growth
without fluorescent markers.

The processed volumetric data stacks are useful for the objective evaluation of bacterial
growth and supply raw material for quantitative parameter studies. 3D image analysis is es-
sential for the quantitative and objective evaluation of volumetric biofilm data [40]. Recent
works describe analysis software for the investigation of biofilm images obtained with confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [41,42,43]. Parameters used for the description of biofilm
morphology in three dimensions are biovolume, volume to surface ratio, average biofilm thick-
ness and distribution, volumes of micro-colonies at the substratum and their fractal dimension,
distributions of diffusion distance, roughness coefficient and even more. Since large scale volu-
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metric data stacks largely differ from data obtained with CLSM [17] 3Din vitro data of biofilm
on implant surfaces acquired with SLOT may be investigated in terms of migration velocity,
surface coverage ratios, biofilm mass distribution, detachment, porosity and density in future
works.

5. Conclusion

Scanning laser optical tomography (SLOT) - originally a highly efficient 3D fluorescence mi-
croscopy technique - also succeeds when using absorption and scattering as contrast mecha-
nism. It enables 3D imaging of specimen covering non-transparent and curved surfaces. Thus,
the presented system, consisting of a SLOT setup and a biofilm test model as sample, is suitable
for the large scale visualization ofin vitro biofilm formation on dental implants. SLOT is capa-
ble of generating volumetric data stacks of biofilm by detecting wavelength-dependent scattered
light. We suggest SLOT to be a valuable tool elaborating future studies on the structural and
volumetric investigation of biofilm formation on implants at larger scales.
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